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solar racking solutions

WE’VE GOT YOUR RACK
WE OFFER:

Solar installation professionals prefer to rely upon a single partner for all their mounting and racking needs. SunModo is
dedicated to providing innovative racking solutions that help you install systems quickly and painlessly. Our products already
set the standard for durability, safety and security, and our R&D team is constantly engineering affordable, hassle-reducing
innovations that meet industry standards. You can access our products directly or through our preferred distributors.

RACK UP THE SAVINGS
We help you complete more installations in less
time by getting you on and off the roof quickly,
and avoiding expensive callbacks, patches and
repairs. We want your client’s solar investment
to be safely anchored and racking up energy
savings for years to come.

WE LISTEN
“Less time on the roof, better price and great quality… good
feedback from customers and the systems look dynamite.”
John Harley, National Solar
“We’re saving time and money on each install. Easy to
work with and the most knowledgeable team around.”
Grant Lindsley, RS Energy
“I’ve lost count how many times we’ve provided feedback and
the innovation is released in the next product. ”
Howard Lamb, Sunergy Systems

RACKING PARTNER OF PROFESSIONAL INSTALLERS
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AVAILABILITY
SunModo solutions are
accessible to professional
installers directly or through
preferred distributors.

CONTACT US
www.sunmodo.com
Call SunModo for any
racking needs. We’ve
not only seen it all,
we’ve built easy-to-use
solutions for all.

ABOUT SUNMODO
SunModo, meaning “the way of the sun,” is a private U.S. company focused on innovative racking and mounting solutions
for professional installers in the fast-growing solar industry. We are energized every day by a desire to make solar installation
easier, more reliable and more affordable. Our commitment to innovation can be seen across our entire product line, which
includes 20 industry-shaping patents.

